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- Guide to the Income and Expenditure Accounts - Canada
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- Implementing ANZSIC 2006 in the National Accounts - New Zealand
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- Measuring Saving in the National Accounts - New Zealand
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40. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
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- Quarterly Producer Price Index for Industrial Sector
- Rebasing 2005=100 producer price index - Netherlands (2010)
- The Consumer price index reference paper - Canada
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  - R&D Satellite Accounts in the Netherlands - A Progress Report
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  42. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
  - Manual on Statistics of International Trade in Services 2010

  52. International Recommendations/Methodology

  53. Country Practices and Related Information
  - Hong Kong Trade in Services Statistics of the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
  - Índice de comercio exterior de servicios (ICES) - Spain
  - Singapore statistics of international trade in services (SITS)
  - Trade in Culture Services: A Handbook of Concepts and Methods - Canada

2. Telecommunication, Audiovisual and Other Services

  43. Compilation Guides/Handbooks

  55. Country Practices and Related Information
  - Encuesta Anual de Servicios (EAS)
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  44. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
  - International Recommendations for Tourism Statistics 2008
  - Tourism Satellite Account: Recommended Methodological Framework

  56. Country Practices and Related Information
  - Canadian Tourism Satellite Account Handbook
  - Encuesta de ocupación hotelera - Spain
  - Guide to the National Tourism Indicators - Canada
  - Quarterly Survey of Restaurant Receipts and Purchases of the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
  - Revisions of the Canadian National Tourism Indicators
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45. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
- Road freight transport methodology (2008 Edition)

55. International Recommendations/Methodology

57. Country Practices and Related Information
- Annual Survey of Transport and Related Services of the Census and Statistics - Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Statistical Production Process Framework

- Administrative Sources and Surveys
  - Administrative Data
    1. Country Practices and Related Information
      - Frameworks for the access and use of administrative data, with the example of current practice in the UK
    1. International Recommendations/Methodology
      - Quality assessment of administrative data for statistical purposes
      - The Use of Administrative Sources for Economic Statistics - An Overview

- Challenges of using Company Accounts based data in National Accounts
- Surveys
  1. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
    - Handbook of recommended practices for questionnaire development and testing in the European Statistical System (2004) - Eurostat
    - HANDBOOK ON DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF BUSINESS SURVEYS (1997) - Eurostat
    - MRS - Questionnaire design guidelines May 2006
    - Survey sampling reference guidelines: Introduction to sample design and estimation techniques (2008) - Eurostat
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    - An Introduction to Sample Surveys - A User's Guide (Australia)
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    - Survey Methodology (2009 Edition) - Canada
    - Survey Methodology - Canada
    - Survey Methods and Practices - Canada
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- International Household Survey Network (IHSN)

Dissemination and Communication
  - Dissemination of statistics by the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
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- 9. International Recommendations/Methodology
  - OECD Data and Metadata Reporting and Presentation Handbook
  - Recommendations on formats relevant to the downloading of statistical data from the Internet (2001 Edition)

Guides/Handbooks
- Communicating with the Media: A guide for statistical organizations
- Making Data Meaningful
- UNECE "Making Data Meaningful" guide series- Parts 1, 2 and 3

Institutional Setting
- ICT and Data Warehousing
  - 15. International Recommendations/Methodology
    - Information systems architecture for national and international statistical offices - Guidelines and recommendations
- 16. Country Practices and Related Information
  - Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) in the Census and Statistics Department (C&SD) of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Institutional Frameworks and Principles
- 16. International Recommendations/Methodology

Country Practices and Related Information
- ABS corporate governance
- Census and Statistics Ordinance of the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
- Internal Policy of the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region
- Statistics Advisory Board of the Census and Statistics Department of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Quality Frameworks
- 17. International Recommendations/Methodology
• Quality measures for economic indicators (2005 Edition)
  ▪ 18. Country Practices and Related Information
    • Qualitätsmerkmale fuer statistische Ergebnisse
    • Quality Guidelines for Of?cial Statistics - Finland
    • Statistics Canada’s quality assurance frameworks
  ◦ Technical Cooperation
    ▪ 18. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 19. Country Practices and Related Information
• Integration Frameworks
  ◦ 1. International Merchandise Trade Statistics
    ▪ 24. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
    ▪ 30. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 32. Country Practices and Related Information
      • Canadian International Merchandise Trade
      • Code of Conduct for the management of the combined nomenclature - Eurostat (2000)
  ◦ 1. Labour Statistics
    ▪ 25. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
    ▪ 31. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 33. Country Practices and Related Information
      • THE OECD SYSTEM OF UNIT LABOUR COST AND RELATED INDICATORS
  ◦ 1. Macroeconomic Statistics
    ▪ 26. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
    ▪ 32. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 34. Country Practices and Related Information
      • OECD SYSTEM OF COMPOSITE LEADING INDICATORS (2012)
  ◦ 1. Monetary and Finance Statistics
    ▪ 27. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
    ▪ 33. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 35. Country Practices and Related Information
      • Foreign and Domestic Investment in Canada
      • Handbook on Securities Statistics
  ◦ 1. National Accounts
    ▪ 28. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
      • Essential SNA: Building the basics
      • Manual on quarterly non-financial accounts for general government - Eurostat (2011)
    ▪ 34. International Recommendations /Methodology
    ▪ 36. Country Practices and Related Information
      • Cuentas Nacionales Base 2005 - Colombia
      • GNI inventory - Italy
      • Impact Assessment Revised ESA - The Netherlands
      • Inventory of sources and methods for price and volume measures in national Accounts - Slovenia
      • Pakistan National Accounts
• Purchasing Power Parities and Real Expenditures, United States and Canada, 2002 to 2009
• Regional accounts inventory - Slovenia
• Revisions and the Income and Expenditure Accounts - Canada
• Slovenian Gross National Income inventory
• The Situation of the Four Key Industries in the Hong Kong Economy

- A volume index for the output of the Dutch banking industry based on quantity indicators - Netherlands (2007)
- Compiling the national accounts demystified - Netherlands (2007)
- Handbook on price and volume measures in national accounts - Eurostat (2001)
- Manual on sources and methods for the compilation of ESA 95 financial accounts - Eurostat (2011)
- Supply and use tables in current and constant prices for the Netherlands: an experience of fifteen years - Netherlands (2000)
- Use, misuse and proper use of national accounts statistics - Netherlands (2007)
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A FRAMEWORK FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY STATISTICS (OECD 2005)

1. Statistics of International Trade in Services
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2. Telecommunication, Audiovisual and Other Services
   - Tourism Satellite Account for Inbound Tourism of Hong Kong

3. Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Statistics
   - OECDs Producer Support Estimate and Related Indicators of Agricultural Support (2010)
   - Understanding Measurements of Farm Income - Canada
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   - Canada's International Transactions in Securities
   - Implementation of BPM6 - Singapore
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   - The Coordinated Direct Investment Survey Guide - 2015

5. Banking, Insurance and Pension Funds Statistics
   - A Guide to Statistics Canada Pension and Wealth Surveys
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22. International Recommendations /Methodology
23. Country Practices and Related Information
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17. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
23. International Recommendations /Methodology
24. Country Practices and Related Information
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* Standard Geographical Classification (SGC) - Volume I The Classification (2006 Edition) - Canada

2. Construction Statistics
18. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
24. International Recommendations /Methodology
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19. Compilation Guides/Handbooks
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- Manual on quarterly financial accounts for
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- Manual on sources and methods for the
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  Classification of the Functions of
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  Information
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    2005-06 - Explanatory Notes
  - Manufacturing Industry, Australia,
    2005-06 - Explanatory Notes
  - Mining Operations, Australia, 2005-
    06 - Explanatory Notes
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- 44. International Recommendations
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  Information
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- 45. International Recommendations
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- 47. Country Practices and Related
  Information
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  Statistical Confidentiality
- 46. International Recommendations
  /Methodology
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• Statistical Confidentiality and
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Information
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      control (2007) - Eurostat
    • Survey Participant Information -
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